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Hans C Ossebaard @hcointox · 19h
#ISQua2019 ISQua CEO Peter Lachman addresses climate change in opening speech and urgency of smart response

Louis AKO-EGBE @egbe_louis · 19h
#ISQua2019 committing to support the promotion of climate change sustainability in the health care sector. Very timely, at a time when health systems are stretched by climate-imposed fragility. @ISQua @WHO @Shams_Syed @PeterASinger
Gareth (Gary) Kantor @garykantor · 20h
A new mission statement for health care - visionary thinking @PeterLachman #ISQua2019

ISQua's Statement on Sustainability in Health Care

ISQua recognises the serious consequences of climate change and pollution for the health of individuals and populations.

ISQua recognises that the healthcare sector has a responsibility to minimise its impact on climate change and pollution.

ISQua recognises the urgency and importance of climate change as part of its mission to inspire and empower people to advocate for, and facilitate health and improvements in the quality and sustainability of health care.

ISQua believes that the promotion of climate sustainability in the health care sector includes the promotion of climate sustainability & implementation of sustainability improvements.

ISQua Retweeted

Rola Hammoud @RolaHammoud · 19h
ISQua continues to sustain health. @PeterLachman announcing its statement today at the opening on ISQua international conference #ISQua2019
Linda Soars @LindaSoars · 19h
It’s finally here - such a warm and enthusiastic welcome 3 days of global learning in this beautiful place and opening by making a statement on climate change @nswaci #ISQua2019 @ISQua @Healthily_Au

Drew Murphy @ADnMurph · 19h
Excited to get the #ISQua2019 International Conference in #CapeTown underway. #climatechange and #Sustainability are major themes this year @Chemonics
@PeterLachman welcoming delegates to #ISQua2019 and reminding us of the importance of sustainability in healthcare and the part we all have to play.

#ISQua2019 releases the statement on Sustainability in Health Care. Climate Change is real and many role of #WASH in health care facilities in context of climate change. @wateraid
Eric de Roodenbeke @IHF_CEO · 19h
#ISQUA19 Opening with @PeterLachman underscoring that each of us daily small efforts we can make a difference on #ClimateChange while presenting @ISQua commitment to #SustainableDevelopment

Salma Jaouni @salmawj · 19h
#ISQua2019 commits to sustainability - way to go 👍
Kristiana Ludlow @LudlowKristiana · 18h
This is the first conference I've attended that addresses the impact of climate change on health/healthcare, and acknowledges the effects conference travel has on our environment. @ISQua’s commitment to sustainability is one I hope to see mirrored at other conferences #ISQua2019